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We propose a simple scheme for the quantum teleportation of both bipartite and multipartite entan-
gled coherent states with the successful probability 1/2. The scheme is based on only linear optical
devices such as beam splitters and phase shifters, and two-mode photon number measurements. The
quantum channels described by multipartite maximally entangled coherent states are readily made
by the beam splitters and phase shifters.
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Quantum teleportation, rst proposed by Bennett et
al. [1], is a disembodied transport of quantum states
between subsystems through a classical communication
channel requiring a shared entangled state. Several ex-
periments have been implemented to demonstrate the
teleportation [2]. Most of the studies have been conned
to the teleportation of single-body quantum states: quan-
tum teleportation of two-level states [1], N -dimensional
states [3], and continuous variables [4]. Recently Lee and
Kim considered the teleportation of bipartite entangled
states through noisy quantum channels [5]. Ikram et al.
[6] and Shi et al. [7] proposed schemes for the quantum
teleportation of a two-qubit entangled state. Teleporta-
tion of some pure entangled states of both discrete and
continuous variables is considered using a multipartite
quantum channel by Gorbachev et al. [8]. A possibility
to copy pure entangled states was studied by Koashi and
Imoto [9].
In the teleportation schemes we need certain types of
maximally entangled states. We consider the following
entangled coherent state (ECS) [10]
jα;αi12 =
1p
2(1 e−4jαj2) (jαi1jαi2  j − αi1j − αi2) ,
(1)
It is interesting to see that the state jα;αi−12 is a maxi-
mally entangled state (MES), irrespective of the param-
eter α [11]. Here jαii (i = 1, 2) are coherent states of




(jαi+1 jαi−2 + jαi−1 jαi+2

(2)
in terms of the even and odd coherent states
jαii =
1p
2(1− e−2jαj2) (jαii  j − αii) . (3)
Eq.(2) shows that the state jα;αi−12 manifestly has one
edit of entanglement. In the limit α ! 0, the ECS re-
duces to the singlet-like state
jΨ+i12 = 1p
2
(j0i1j1i2 + j1i1j0i2) , (4)
where j0ii and j1ii are photon number states.
van Enk and Hirota [11] have discussed how to teleport
a Schro¨dinger cat state of the form
jαicat = N (+jαi + −j − αi),
N =
h
j+j2 + j−j2 + 2e−2jαj2 Re(+−)
i−1/2
(5)
through a quantum channel described by the MES
jα;αi−12. Inspired by their teleportation scheme, in this
paper, we consider the teleportation of the following ECS
ji12 = NΦ(+jαi1jαi2 + −j − αi1j − αi2),
NΦ =
h
j+j2 + j−j2 + 2e−4jαj2 Re(+−)
i−1/2
(6)
In the teleportation of entangled states, particularly
two-qubit pure states, one can use two EPR pairs, a four-
particle quantum channel, or a less expensive three-qubit
GHZ state [8]. If we want to teleport the ECS ji12, at
least we need a tripartite entangled state as a quantum











2αi3j − αi4j − αi5). (7)
It is a MES in the sense that the amount of entanglement
between system 3 and systems 4,5 is exactly one ebit.
The bipartite entanglement can be characterized by one
measure of entanglement, the concurrence [13]. The con-
currence between system 3 and systems 4,5 is denoted
by C3(45) , and similarly those between system 4(5) and
systems 3,5(3,4) are denoted by C4(35) and C5(34).They
are obtained as [12]
C3(45) = 1,
C4(35) = C5(34) =
p
(1 − e−4jαj2)(1− e−12jαj2)
1− e−8jαj2 , (8)
We see that the entanglement between system 4(5) and
systems 3,5(3,4) is not maximally entangled except the
limit case jαj ! 1, while the system 3 with systems 4,5
1
is always maximally entangled. The MES jp2α;α;αi−345
may be considered a tripartite extension of the bipartite
MES jα;αi−12 and it will act as a quantum channel in
the following discussions. Now having the state ji12 to
be teleported and the MES jp2α;α;αi−345 as a quantum
channel, we begin to discuss our teleportation scheme.
We rst briefly review the action of a beam splitter
on coherent states. The lossless symmetric 50/50 beam







forms the coherent states jαi1jβi2 as





Here ai and a
y
i are the bosonic annihilation and creation
operators of system i, respectively. By equipping the
beam splitter by a pair of −pi/2 phase shifters described
by P2 = e−ipia
†
2a2/2 , we can have the operator B12 =
P2B12P2 which transforms the state jαi1jβi2 as





This transformation plays an important role in our tele-
portation scheme.
Now Alice wish to teleport the ECS ji12 to the remote
partner Bob. They share the MES jp2α;α;αi−345 . The
systems 1,2 and 3 are at Alice’s side and systems 4 and
5 are at Bob’ side. The initial state of the whole system




We rst apply the transformation B21 = P1B21P1 to the
initial state. From Eq.(10), the state after the transfor-
mation becomes a direct product of the vacuum state j0i1


















2αi3j − αi4 ⊗ j − αi5). (12)
Now the system 1 is separated from the remain systems.
Then apply the transformation B23, we obtain
jΨ00i2345 = B23jΨ0i2345
= +(j2αi2j0i3jαi4 ⊗ jαi5
−j0i2j2αi3j − αi4 ⊗ j − αi5)
−−(j − 2αi2j0i3j − αi4 ⊗ j − αi5
−j0i2j − 2αi3jαi4 ⊗ jαi5). (13)
After these two transformations, Alice performs a two-
mode number measurement on the mode 2 and 3. The
probability of nding n and m photons in mode 2 and 3
is given by
P (n,m) = j2hnj3hmjΨ00i2345j2. (14)
The probability is zero if both n and m are not zero, i.e.,
one of the two integers must be zero in order to have
nonzero probability. Let us suppose n 6= 0 and m = 0.
In this case the state on Bob’ side collapses into
j0i45 = NΦ′(+jαi4jαi5 − −(−1)nj − αi4j − αi5),
NΦ′ =
h
j+j2 + j−j2 − 2e−4jαj2(−1)n Re(+−)
i−1/2
(15)
For the case n = 0 and m 6= 0 , the state on Bob’ side
collapses into
j00i45 = NΦ′′(+j − αi4j − αi5 − −(−1)mjαi4jαi5).
NΦ′′ =
h
j+j2 + j−j2 − 2e−4jαj2(−1)m Re(+−)
i−1/2
(16)
Now Alice sends a classical information to Bob and Bob
makes a local transformation (−1)a†4a4+a†5a5 on his state
j00i45.The local transformation is a multiplication of two
pi phase shifters of mode 4 and 5 and the resultant state
after the transformation is just j0i45.
We see that provided n is odd, the teleportation
scheme works perfectly. However for even n, the trans-
formation for perfect teleportation is
jαi4jαi5 ! jαi4jαi5,
j − αi4j − αi5 ! −j − αi4j − αi5, (17)
which is in general not a unitary transformation except
the limit case jαj ! 0. From Eqs.(13) and (14), the prob-
abilities P (0, n) and P (n, 0) for odd n are obtained as




















Note that the successful probability is independent on
both α and . The teleportation scheme we have pro-
posed is not optimal. However indeed it gives the nonzero
probability 1/2 independent of α.
There is another problem left that if we can produce
the tripartite maximally entangled coherent state which
plays the role of the quantum channel. If we can not,
the scheme does not work. Fortunately we can create
this MES in an easy way. We rst prepare the systems
3, 4, and 5 in the state j2αi−3 j0i4j0i5. Then apply the















= (jp2αi3jαi4 ⊗ jαi5
−j −
p
2αi3j − αi4 ⊗ j − αi5)/
q
2(1− e−8jαj2), (20)
which is just the MES jp2α;α;αi−345 in the teleportation
scheme. In a short summary we can let the initial state
of the composite system be ji12j2αi−3 j0i4j0i5. Then ap-
ply a transformation B23B21B45B34 to the initial state of
the composite system, and make the two-mode number
measurement to implement the teleportation.
We would like to investigate further what the successful
probability is if we use a nonmaximally entangled state
as a quantum channel in the teleportation scheme. We







2αi3j − αi4 ⊗ j − αi5), (21)
which acts as a quantum channel. The corresponding






(1− e−4jαj2)(1 − e−12jαj2)
1 + e−8jαj2
, (22)
which indicates that the state jp2α;α;αi+345 is not max-
imally entangled except the limit case jαj ! 1. From
Eqs.(8) and (22), we have the inequality
C3(45)  C03(45), C4(35)  C04(35), C5(34)  C05(34),
for xed α. That is to say, the amount of entanglement
of the state jp2α;α;αi−345 is always larger than or equal
to that of jp2α;α;αi+345. Noting the equation
j
p
2α;α;αi+345 = B45B34j2αi+3 j0i4j0i5, (23)
we know that the entangled state jp2α;α;αi+345 can be
generated similarly as the state jp2α;α;αi−345.
Following the same steps as before, after Alice mea-
sures n photons in mode 2 and 0 photons in mode 3,
Bob’s state collapses into
j~0i45 = NΦ˜′(+jαi4jαi5 + −(−1)nj − αi4j − αi5),
NΦ˜′ =
h
j+j2 + j−j2 + 2e−4jαj2(−1)n Re(+−)
i−1/2
(24)
The perfect teleportation is obtained for even n. The suc-








which is independent on the parameters , however de-
pendent on the parameter jαj. In the limit jαj ! 1, the
successful probability becomes 1/2. In this limit case,
the amount of entanglement in the state jp2α;α;αi+345
is one ebit and the probability can be 1/2. Except this
case, the successful probability is always less than 1/2 as
the corresponding quantum channel is not a MES.
Our teleportation scheme can be generalized to the
multipartite cases. For the sake of simplicity we only




2αi1jαi2jαi3 + −j −
p
2αi1j − αi2j − αi3).
(25)
To teleport the tripartite state ji123, we may need the
four-particle entangled state (unnormalized)
j2α;
p
2α;α; 2αi−4567 = j2αi4j
p
2αi5jαi6jαi7
−j − 2αi4j −
p
2αi5j − αi6j − αi7,
(26)
which is maximally entangled between the system 4 and
systems 5,6,7 [12]. First we disentangle the system 3 from
systems 1 and 2 by applying the operator B31B32 to the
state ji123. We obtain
B31B32ji123 = j0i1j0i2(+j2αi3 + −j − 2αi3). (27)
Then we make the two-mode number measurement on
mode 3 and 4 and a classical communication from Alice
to Bob to nish the teleportation process. The successful
probability is also 1/2. The quantum channel described






2αi4 − j − 2
p
2αi4)j0i5j0i6j0i7. (28)
It is straightforward to generalize the teleportation
scheme to teleport the multipartite (more than three)
entangled ECS of the form ji123.
In the teleportation scheme described above the prob-
ability of success is 1/2 and independent of α. The it
is interesting to consider the limit α ! 0. The con-
currence C3(45) is equal to one for the tripartite state






















(j1i3j00i45 + j0i3jΨ+i45). (30)
Here the state j00i45  j0i4j0i5. We use the state jψi345
as a quantum channel to teleport the state
3
jφi12 = 1pjaj2 + jbj2 (aj00i12 + bjΨ
+i12). (31)
Then the initial state of the whole system becomes
jψ0i12345 = jφi12jψi345. (32)
It is easy to check that
B12j10i12 = jΨ+i12,
B12j01i12 = jΨ−i12, (33)
where jΨ−i12 = 1p2 (j10i − j01i). As the operator B12
satises B212 = 1, we have
B12jΨ+i12 = j10i12,
B12jΨ−i12 = j01i12. (34)











(j20i13 − j02i13)j00i45]. (35)
Here we have used Eqs.(33) and (34). We see the sys-
tem 2 decouples from the other systems. The telepor-
tation scheme works perfectly if the resultant state of
the two-mode number measurement is j10i13. If the re-
sultant state is j01i13, then Alice needs to communicate
classically with Bob and Bob makes a local transforma-
tion (−1)a†4a4+a†5a5 to nish the teleportation. Again the
probability of success is 1/2. The similar setup as this
teleportation scheme has been proposed to perform opti-
cal state truncation [14], optical simulation of quantum
logic [15] and the quantum teleportation [16].
In conclusion we have proposed a simple scheme to
teleport both the bipartite and multipartite ECS with
the successful probability 1/2 independent of α. As a
crucial ingredient in the scheme, the quantum channel
described by the multipartite ECS, can be readily made
by only linear optical devices such as beam splitters and
phase shifters. Thus we provide a way to achieve all lin-
ear optical teleportation of quantum states [15,16]. The
probability of success in our scheme is 1/2 due to the
use of only linear operations and the absence of photon-
photon interaction [17]. The measurement we used is the
two-mode number measurement. Both the measurement
and the preparation of the quantum channel can be im-
plemented in the experiments by the present techniques.
We expect that the present scheme can be used in the
experiments to demonstrate the quantum teleporation of
the entangled states.
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